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A standalone encounter for five adventurers
By Corwin Riddle

Liar, Lyre is a standalone encounter designed for five 18 to
20th-level adventurers. An otherwise boring town has suddenly been invaded by a clan of hill giants, controlled by an
eccentric bard looking to create a battle worthy of his talents.
The PCs are forced into playing the part of the heroes, and
will need to kill the giants and put an end to the bard’s creative process.
th

BACKGROUND
Heroes are found or lost within the pages of history. To
transcend mortality, a hero’s feats must be brought to life
in an engaging and timeless epic capable of captivating an
audience. Behind each of these stories is a bard, wielding
words and language in an intoxicating manner to hypnotize, inspire, and dazzle any listeners. Victories and defeats
are recorded with the utmost attention to every detail—a
momentary glint of sun on a falling sword, the last breath
of a life coming to a quick end, or the changing color of the
sky as the sun rises on a bloodstained morning—nothing is
neglected. In a world where lives are short and names easily
forgotten, a well-told tale can mean the difference between
rising to legend and falling into obscurity—every story needs
a narrator.
Eager to oblige, bards spend many of their days traveling
the world, looking for a tale worth telling, for when a marvelous story is remembered, so is the storyteller—fame is one
epic poem away. In search of this, they enter perilous caves
and dungeons, exploring the unseen evils of worlds below;
they accompany armies into battle, chronicling each flank,
attack, and blow; each brush with death is a story waiting
to be told—a song waiting to be sung. Sometimes, however,
there is little worth singing about, and bards must turn to
their own devices and embellish a mundane altercation: a
skirmish becomes a battle, hundreds become thousands, and
an unlikely victory becomes an impossible conquest.
One such narrator in need is Coro, an eccentric bard in
search of a story worthy of fame and fortune. Unfortunately,
Coro has seen little during his travels that would merit a song

and, unsatisfied with the lack of action and heroism, has
decided to take matters into his own hands. Using his lyre
to enchant a nearby clan of hill giants, the bard leads them
from town to town, enticing them to pillage, crush, and destroy everything in sight, hopefully provoking a passing band
of heroes into a battle worth remembering.

GETTING THE PLAYERS
INVOLVED
Liar, Lyre works best as a standalone encounter, though it
could be expanded to a short adventure. The giants should
arrive when the PCs are staying in a small, remote town,
wreaking havoc in the middle of the streets—at first, they will
have no suspicion of Coro’s involvement. You can send your
players into battle with one or more of the following hooks:

Hook 1: Go Downtown

in

History

Upon arriving, the giants immediately begin to smash buildings, throwing the rubble down the streets and at any locals
still outside. The PCs are quickly approached by a tall and
lanky human bard named Coro, who urges them to head
downtown and face to giants. Strumming his lyre, Coro studies the PCs for any sign of consent, excitedly strumming his
lyre as he promises to assist both in battle and by recording
their sure-to-be marvelous exploits. The PCs should notice
that Coro seems more excited by the carnage than scared.
Looking to encourage them, Coro begins to play a small
song on his lyre:
“O brave and noble heroes,
warriors of great renown,
chose to risk their lives,
to save the wives,
(and, of course, children),
and liberate thee town.”
When finished, Coro will follow the players to battle, gently humming and practicing on his instrument.
Quest XP: 2,400 XP for killing the giants.

Hook 2: A Small, Giant Favor
Anjudan is a dragonborn and an honest merchant. He tells
the PCs that the downtown area near the giants is filled with
the carts of selfish and thuggish traders, who routinely bully
and chase off the other vendors. With all that commotion, it’s
possible that some of those carts might, tragically, be destroyed if a giant were to step—or fall—on them. If that were
to happen, Anjudan and his friends would be most pleased.
Quest XP: 2,400 XP and 8,000 gp for having the giants
destroy at least 4 vendor carts.

SPECIAL FEATURES

"A full week of enchanting these dumb brutes and what does it
get me? A second-rate bedtime story; a forgettable campfire tale, an
embarrassment to history—and, of course, my talents. Don't worry, I
came prepared; we'll make this a battle to be remembered!"
Singing an unusual song in an unfamiliar tongue, Coro seems to
direct his words toward the remaining giants, who appear to grow in
stature as they become enraged.

Hook: Bury

Giant Climbing
The giants are large and slow enough for the PCs to gain
purchase to climb up for an attack against the giant’s head:
•

A PC must be adjacent to a giant to attempt a climb.

•

Climbing takes up one standard action and requires a
DC 24 Athletics or DC 24 Acrobatics check.

•

If a PC starts their turn on a giant, they must make use a
minor action to make a DC 20 Athletics or DC 20 Acrobatics check to keep their balance.

•

A PC currently on a giant can use the following ability:

Booming Headshot

As another giant falls, a loud voice from above cries out in frustration. Looking up, you see Coro the bard emerge from the open third
floor of a half-standing building. Shaking his head in disappointment, he addresses the party:

Special Feature

You aim your attack at the giant’s vulnerable head, disorienting him
with a brutal strike.
At-Will ✦ Personal
Free Action
Special: Use only when making an attack against a giant you
have climbed up and are currently on.
Effect: Gain a +5 bonus to the attack roll and the attack deals an
additional 3d6 damage. In addition, the giant is blinded until
the end of your next turn (save ends).

Combat Phases
There are two phases to this encounter:
Phase 1:
The PCs begin battle against a group of hill giant thugs and
hill giant raiders. When 2 of the raiders giants have been
defeated, Coro reveals himself as part of the conflict, triggering the next phase.
Phase 2:
Coro joins the battle against the PCs and casts Ill-tempered
Tempo on the 3 remaining raiders, enraging them.
•

All enraged raiders immediately regain 50 hit points.

•

An enraged raider deals an additional 10 damage with
every attack, and can use the Enraged Charge power.

•

Coro appears on any ledge away from the players.

•

When phase 2 begins, read the following text:

the

Bard

As Coro reveals his true intentions and admits his involvement in the town’s destruction, one of the many onlookers
shouts to get the PCs attention. A stout warrior caked with
blood claims to be captain of the town guard, tasked with resolving the battle. Enraged by Coro’s antics and the destruction of what he says used to be his house, he asks the PCs to
kill the bard along with the giants, promising a hefty reward
from the town council.
Quest XP: 4.800 XP and 30,000 gp for killing Coro.

GETTING STARTED
Read this as the players head toward downtown:
As you make your way toward the giants, Coro follows, narrating:
“With reckless abandon, they bravely—no, courageously headed
toward their impending doom, ready to embrace death for just one
chance at glory—a glory to be remembered for all time, thanks to
the reliably accurate and impressive narration of Coro, bard of the
people, voice of a generation, muse to the gods of time and history,
and—oh, we’re here. I’ ll be right here, working. Best of luck, heroes!”

AREA: Downtown
Read this when the PCs approach the giants:
The streets are filled with rubble—fallen stones and masonry of the
nearby buildings, many of which are barely recognizable as any kind
of standing structure. Scattered between the wreckage are several
merchant carts that, for the moment, still stand.
Suddenly, a large slab of stone hurtles over your heads as it barely
misses its intended targets. Stepping out from behind the destroyed
houses and shops are several giants of varied sizes, who slowly lumber toward you, raising stone clubs as they prepare to strike.
Perception (DC 22): The giants have already been attacked by
several archers. A skilled climber could use the arrows embedded in
the giants’ armor to clamber up their sides.

Setup

Tactics

5 Hill Giant Raiders (R)
4 Hill Giant Thugs (T)
1 Coro

The hill giant thugs will use Greatclub and Hurl Rock, attacking the closest visible player. The thugs are minions but
require two hits instead of one, hopefully this will hide the
fact that they’re minions. If a PC uses Booming Headshot on a
thug, it dies instantly.
 The hill giant raiders will use Hurl Rock at range and
Sweeping Greatclub when close enough, using Stomping Step
when it’s up. When a PC climbs on a raider and uses Booming Headshot, the giant will immediately use Shake It Off,
stumbling blindly and damaging any players or giants in the
way and attempting to knock the PC off its back. The raiders
won’t intentionally run around stepping on PCs with Giant
Strides (unless you want to make it even more difficult), but
will make an effort to step on any nearby players as they
move (any carts will also be destroyed). Once enraged, the
raiders will make use of Enraged Charge whenever possible.
Coro will enter combat at the beginning of phase 2, immediately using Ill-tempered Tempo. Coro will use Fickle History
at the beginning of each of his turns, giving a bonus to either
the giants or the PCs. In general, Coro will try to stay near
the back of the fight, staying atop the buildings and avoiding combat until attacked. When he does attack, he will use
Intimidating Strike and Cutting Words, using Discordant Shout to
gain some space when surrounded.

Coro does not join combat until the PCs reach phase 2.

Features

of the

Area

Height: There is no ceiling.
Illumination: The bright and hopeful light of day.
Vendor Carts: These carts are 5’ feet tall. PCs can climb on
a cart by spending an extra square of movement, and can
push a cart a number of squares equal to half their speed as
a movement action. Carts are destroyed whenever a giant
walks into one, stumbles into one, or falls on one.
Partial Buildings: Found at varying heights, PCs can spend
an extra square of movement to climb up to an area 5’ above.
PCs can leap from these onto nearby giants by making a successful jump.
Rubble: Marked as piles of large stones, these piles count as
difficult terrain for PCs. A giant standing within 2 squares of
a rubble pile can use its Hurl Rock ability.

Combat Flavor

Adjustments

If you dislike reading powers and effects to your players, give
them hints with the following flavor text.

If you like this encounter but aren’t sure how to fit it into
your campaign, here is some advice:
We have too few or too many players:
For four players, remove a hill giant raider and two hill giant thugs.
For six players, add a hill giant raider and two hill giant thugs.
We aren’t the right level:
Although Coro is a custom creation with unique abilities, his damage is on par with most wizards found in the Monster Builder,
so adjust as necessary. Both of the hill giants are based on similar
giants in the program.
It’s too easy:
If the players aren’t having any trouble with the small alleys and
giants, have the giants play defensively, staying near piles of rubble
to take advantage of their strong ranged attacks.
It’s too hard:
If the players get off to a bad start or can’t seem to get away from
the giants, consider lowering the DC to climb on the giants. You
could also reduce the two-hit minions to normal minions, or wait to
start phase 2 until three hill giant raiders have been killed.
Advice for climbing on the giants:
If the players aren’t climbing on the giants, it’ ll be much more difficult for them to avoid heavy losses. To encourage the players, let
them know with flavor text indicating that any building remains
they’re on are of similar height to the giant’s shoulders
I don’t get the map:
Because it’s poorly-drawn! The elevation areas are supposed to
illustrate different levels of broken buildings, found between streets
of a downtown area. Feel free to substitute any cardboard cutouts or
dwarven forge building pieces.
Advice for using Coro:
Try not to reveal Coro’s involvement before the encounter begins. It
would be an extremely short—and less interesting—fight if the players
uncovered Coro as the mastermind while he’s offering the initial
quest and killed him prematurely.
Coro isn’t interested in just killing the players, unless he feels they
are undeserving of his legendary songs. If the players are losing the
fight, Coro will be eager to help the players along, perhaps even attacking the giants with the players—it’s up to the DM’s discretion.
We’d rather play a full adventure:
For a full adventure, Coro could have enchanted a number of various monsters and creatures to function as lesser encounters, earlier
acts leading up to Coro’s masterpiece. These could have taken place
in other towns, letting the players slowly uncover Coro’s involvement
and the final battle with the giants.

When a raider makes use of Giant Strides, read:
Narrating, Coro says: “The hulking brute lumbered down the ruined
street, crushing those unfortunate enough to have fallen underfoot.”
When a giant uses Hurl Rock, read:
Strumming his lyre, Coro says: “Easily hoisting a piece of the former
edifices, the giant hurls a stone—wait, make that two, no, three stones
into the midst of battle.”
When Coro uses Fickle History, read:
Coro lets forth a brilliant melody, saying: “Oh the fickle winds of
destiny, the frivolous turns of fate—how shall the battle turn?”
When a PC climbs up a giant, read:
You quickly ascend the giant’s back, avoiding wild strikes as you
maintain position behind its head.
When a PC uses Booming Headshot, read:
The giant reels in pain, stumbling blindly down the street as it tries
to shake off the attack and the attacker.
When a raider dies and triggers Look Out Below, read:
As the giant falls, Coro says: “Letting out one last cry of agony, the
monstrous brute falls, crushing anything below. Surely such a fall
will be felt throughout the city—nay! Throughout history.”
For other random flavor text from Coro, read:
“What are you fools doing? I’m writing you into history!”
“The heroes attacked their valorous narrator, who was unwilling to
retreat in the face of such a memorable battle.”

Conclusion
When defeated, Coro clutches his lyre, saying “but I’ve only
just started to tell my—I mean, our, tale...” On Coro’s body, the
PCs will find a level 21 magical implement, 4,000 gp, and
the ritual Song of Sustenance. The players will receive the XP
from Coro’s quest and the other rewards.
After the players are finished, a young and optimistic human
girl will approach them, brandishing a small lute:
“What an exciting battle,” she says, quietly strumming her instrument. “It would be a shame if such a display of heroism were to be
forgotten. I didn’t get to see everything, but I’ ll fill in the missing details with a few creative additions of my own—a few embellishments
here and there—something to entice a larger audience and appeal to
the general population. Everyone loves a good story. Lucky for you I
just happened to be here, but that’s what us bards are for, right?”
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MONSTER STAT BLOCKS
Hill Giant Raider

Large natural humanoid (giant)

Level 18 Brute
XP 2,000

HP 212; Bloodied 106
Initiative +9
AC 30, Fortitude 32, Reflex 26, Will 28
Perception +11
Speed 8
Traits
Giant Strides
The raider can move through squares containing prone enemies. When
a raider enters a square containing a prone enemy, the enemy takes 10
damage. An enemy can only be damaged this way once a turn.
Look Out Below
When the giant is killed, it deals 1d6 damage to any adjacent creatures or
objects. A player can make a DC 24 Acrobatics check to avoid damage.
Standard Actions
b Sweeping Greatclub (weapon)✦At-Will
Attack: Melee 2 (one or two creatures within range); +20 vs AC
Hit: 3d10 + 8 damage
R Hurl Rock (weapon)✦At-Will
Requirement: The raider must be adjacent to a pile of rubble.
Attack: Ranged 8/16 (one creature); +20 vs AC
Hit: 2d6 + 6 damage, and both the target and an adjacent enemy are
pushed 1 square and knocked prone.
w Stomping Step✦Recharge 56
Attack: Close blast 3; +20 vs AC
Hit: 3d6 damage and every enemy in the blast is knocked prone.
w Enraged Charge (weapon)✦Recharge 6
Requirement: The raider must be enraged.
Effect: The raider charges and makes the following attack.
Attack: Melee 1 (one creature); +20 vs AC
Hit: 5d6 + 12 damage and the target is pushed 2 squares and falls prone.
Triggered Actions
w Shake it Off
Trigger: A player uses Booming Headshot on the raider.
Effect: The raider immediately moves 3 squares in a random direction,
dealing 15 damage to any creatures in its path and provoking opportunity attacks. The giant also attempts to knock the player off, requiring
the player to make an immediate DC 32 Athletics check to hold on.
Skills Athletics +21
Str 24 (+16)
Dex 11 (+9)
Wis 15 (+11)
Con 22 (+15)
Int 10 (+9)
Cha 12 (+10)
Alignment Chaotic Evil
Languages Giant
Equipment hide armor, greatclub

Coro,
Human Bard

Medium natural humanoid (human)

Level 19 Elite
Artillery
XP 2,400

HP 220; Bloodied 110
Initiative +12
AC 31, Fortitude 31, Reflex 30, Will 32
Perception +9
Speed 6
Action Points 1
Standard Actions
b Intimidating Strike (weapon)✦At-Will
Attack: Melee 1 (one creature); +24 vs AC
Hit: 4d6 + 6 damage, and the target takes a -2 penalty to AC and all attack rolls until the end of its next turn (save ends).
R Cutting Words (psychic)✦At-Will
Attack: Ranged 10/20 (one creature); +24 vs Will
Hit: 2d10 + 8 psychic damage, and the target is pushed 1 square.
a Discordant Shout✦Recharge 456
Attack: Area burst 3; +24 vs Will
Hit: 2d10 + 8 psychic damage, and all enemies in burst are pushed 3
squares.
Minor Actions
Fickle History
Effect: Roll 1d4 and apply the below effect until this power is used again.
Roll of 1: All giants gain +2 to attack rolls.
Roll of 2: All giants regain 15 hit points.
Roll of 3: One player may spend a healing surge.
Roll of 4: All players gain +2 to attack rolls and +10 to damage rolls.
Triggered Actions
Ill-tempered Tempo
Trigger: Two of the hill giant raiders are killed.
Effect: Coro enrages the remaining hill giant raiders. See Special Features.
Skills Arcana +14, Bluff +20, Stealth +17
Str 9 (+8)
Dex 17 (+12)
Wis 10 (+9)
Con 20 (+14)
Int 10 (+9)
Cha 22 (+15)
Alignment Chaotic Evil
Languages Common, Giant, Elven, Dwarven
Equipment chainmail, lute, short sword

Hill Giant Thug

Large natural humanoid (giant)

Level 17 Minion
XP 400

HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion
Initiative +8
AC 29, Fortitude 31, Reflex 25, Will 27
Perception +10
Speed 8
Traits
Resilient
The thug is a two-hit minion. Ignore the first damage dealt to the thug.
When it takes damage for the second time, it dies.
Standard Actions
b Greatclub (weapon)✦At-Will
Attack: Melee 2 (one creature); +20 vs AC
Hit: 8 damage
R Hurl Rock (weapon)✦At-Will
The raider must be adjacent to a pile of rubble to use this ability.
Attack: Ranged 8/16 (one creature); +20 vs AC
Hit: 8 damage, and both the target and an adjacent enemy are pushed 1
square and knocked prone.
Skills Athletics +18
Str 21 (+13)
Dex 10 (+8)
Wis 14 (+10)
Con 20 (+13)
Int 9 (+7)
Cha 11 (+8)
Alignment Chaotic Evil
Languages Giant
Equipment hide armor, greatclub

Cut the map out and place the pieces so that all the arrows face the same way:
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